Abstract. We prove that categorified quantum sl 2 is an inverse limit of Flag 2-categories defined using cohomology rings of iterated flag varieties. This inverse limit is an instance of a 2-limit in a bicategory giving rise to a universal property that characterizes the categorification of quantum sl 2 uniquely up to equivalence. As an application we characterize all bimodule homomorphisms in the Flag 2-category and prove that the categorified quantum Casimir of sl 2 acts appropriately on these 2-representations.
In [22] the second author categorified quantum sl 2 . For this purpose, a 2-categoryU was introduced as an idempotent completion of an additive 2-category U. The objects n ∈ of U are parameterized by the integral weight lattice of sl 2 . The 1-morphisms are generated by E1 n and F 1 n , which can be thought of as categorifications of the generators E and F of quantum sl 2 . The 2-morphisms are k-linear combinations of certain planar diagrams modulo local relations. The Grothendieck group oḟ U coincides with the integral idempotented versionU of the quantum enveloping algebra of sl 2 with generic quantum parameter q [1] . In joint work with Khovanov, this approach was extended to all quantum groups [16, 18, 17] . Related categorifications were developed by Chuang and Rouquier [6, 29] . The precise relationship between these approaches is explained in [5] .
The main categorification result in [22] relies on the existence and faithfullness (for N large) of the 2-functor Γ N fromU to a 2-category Flag N . The objects of Flag N are cohomology rings of Grassmannians in N , the morphisms are generated by bimodules arising from cohomology rings of iterated flag varieties, and the 2-morphisms are bimodule homomorphisms. Variants of this 2-category have been studied previously in connection with higher representation theory [6, 7] .
In this article we work with a refined version of the 2-category Flag N . The original 2-category is described as an idempotent completion of a 2-category built from cohomology rings of one-step flag varieties. Here we add 1-morphisms in the form of bimodules given by cohomology rings of additional partial flag varieties. With these additional 1-morphisms we give a direct proof of idempotent completeness of Flag N (Theorem 2.8). This careful analysis allows us to prove that the 2-functors Γ N are also full in an appropriate sense (Theorem 2.11). This implies that all bimodule homomorphisms between cohomology rings of iterated flag varieties and their tensor products are described by the 2-categoryU. Any such bimodule homomorphism is a composition of images of the generating 2-morphisms modulo the relations in the 2-categoryU. Hence, the study of bimodule homomorphisms in Flag N is encoded into the diagrammatic calculus ofU that has been developed in [19] . The main technique used in the proof is manipulation of the Hom spaces using the existence of biadjoints as in [5] . This allows us to compute explicitly the images of the Hom-spaces inU under Γ N .
The 2-morphisms inU carry a natural grading making the space of 2-morphisms between two 1-morphisms into a graded k-vector space. Let us denote by Hom a (x, y) the space of all degree a 2-morphisms inU from x to y. The results described above imply that the 2-functor Γ N :U → Flag N is locally full and eventually faithful in the sense that given any two 1-morphisms x and y ofU and is an isomorphisms for any N > M . This observation suggests it should be possible to realize the 2-categoryU as an inverse limit of the 2-categories Flag N . Our main result makes this precise by proving that the 2-categoryU is a 2-limit in an appropriate bicategory (Theorem 3.2). This characterization ofU gives rise to a universal property describingU uniquely up to equivalence. It should be straightforward to generalize this result to the 2-category U(sl n ) and the related 2-functors Γ N defined in [17] . Part of our interest in such a description stems from conversations with Ben Cooper about his forthcoming preprint. This result can be viewed as a categorical analog of the classical result of Beilinson, Lusztig, and MacPherson [1] realizing the idempotent form of the quantum group as an inverse limit.
The integral idempotent version of the Casimir element of quantum sl 2 has the forṁ C = n∈ C1 n , C1 n = 1 n C := (−q 2 + 2 − q −2 )F E1 n − (q n+1 + q −1−n )1 n .
Previous work [2] of the authors together with Khovanov defines a complex categorifying this form of the Casimir element. This complex exists in the 2-category Kom(U) with the same objects as U, but whose morphisms are chain complexes of morphisms from U; the 2-morphisms in Kom(U) are chain maps built from the diagrammatically defined 2-morphisms in U. Just as the center of quantum sl 2 as an algebra is generated by the Casimir operator, in [2] it is shown that the Casimir complex lies in the (Drinfeld) center of the 2-category Kom(U). In particular, this complex commutes with other complexes up to chain homotopy equivalence and possesses desirable naturality properties with respect to 2-morphisms in U. The Casimir complex reduces to the integral idempotent form of the Casimir operator when passing to the Grothendieck ring so that the Casimir complex can be viewed as a categorification of the Casimir element. We expect the Casimir complex to play an important role in categorified representation theory. In this article, we make an additional connection between the categorified Casimir element and its decategorification. The Casimir element acts by a multiple of the identity on any highest-weight representation. Here we compute the action of the Casimir complex on Flag N and show that C1 n acts on a categorified (N + 1) dimensional representation as it should: namely by producing two copies of the identity on any weight space with degree shifts (N + 1) and (−N − 1), respectively, see Theorem 4.1. However, in Kom(U), the complexes C1 n and 1 n {N + 1}[−1] ⊕ 1 n {−N − 1} [1] are not homotopy equivalent.
We expect that the computation of the action of the Casimir complex on Flag N , together with the description ofU as an inverse limit, will help to determine whether the center of Kom(U) has a structure of a braided monoidal category with non-trivial braiding. Our motivation for studying the center of the 2-category Kom(U) stems from the relationship between the center of quantum sl 2 and the universal sl 2 knot invariant [12, 25, 26] .
will be short hand for the space Hom(x, y s ) of degree s morphisms. In particular, we write Hom(x s , y t ) = Hom(x, y t − s ) = Hom(x s − t , y) = Hom t−s (x, y).
Define graded k-vector spaces HOM(x, y) := s∈ Hom s (x, y) and END(x) = HOM(x, x). A graded additive k-linear 2-category is a category enriched over graded additive k-linear categories, that is a 2-category K such that the Hom categories Hom K (x, y) between objects x and y are graded additive k-linear categories and the composition maps Hom K (x, y) × Hom K (y, z) → Hom K (x, z) form a graded additive k-linear functor. Given a 1-morphism x in an additive 2-category K and a Laurent
⊕f for the direct sum over a ∈ AE, of f a copies of x a . Here we will use the terminology 2-category, 2-functor, and 2-natural transformations in place of bicategory, pseudo functor, and pseudo natural transformation, see [4, Section 7.7] . A 2-category is called strict when 1-morphisms compose strictly associatively, and a 2-functor is called strict when it preserves composition of 1-morphisms on the nose. Some of these definitions are recalled in section 3.1.1. We briefly recall the (strict) 2-category U from [22] . The definition below follows most closely [5] . For more on the categorification of quantum sl 2 see [23, 24, 17, 31] . Definition 1.1. The strict 2-category U = U(sl 2 ) is the graded additive k-linear 2-category consisting of
• objects n for n ∈ , • 1-morphisms are formal direct sums of compositions of
for n ∈ , together with their grading shifts x t for all 1-morphisms x and t ∈ , and • 2-morphisms are k-vector spaces spanned by (vertical and horizontal) compositions of tanglelike diagrams illustrated below.
The degree of the 2-morphisms can be read from the shift on the right-hand side.
Diagrams are read from right to left and bottom to top. The identity 2-morphism of the 1-morphism E1 n is represented by an upward oriented line (likewise, the identity 2-morphism of F 1 n is represented by a downward oriented line).
The 2-morphisms satisfy the following relations.
(1) The 1-morphisms E1 n and F 1 n are biadjoint (up to a specified degree shift). Moreover, the 2-morphisms are cyclic with respect to this biadjoint structure. (2) The E's carry an action of the nilHecke algebra. Using the adjoint structure this induces an action of the nilHecke algebra on the F 's.
(3) Dotted bubbles of negative degree are zero, so that for all m ∈ ≥0 one has
Dotted bubbles of degree zero are equal to the identity 2-morphisms:
(4) There are additional relations requiring that the sl 2 relations lift to isomorphisms in U. In particular, if n ≥ 0 the 2-morphism
is invertible in U, and if n ≤ 0 then the 2-morphism
is invertible in U. In [5] it is shown that any choice of inverses for the 2-morphisms giving the sl 2 -relations that are compatible with the structure above produces a 2-category isomorphic to the 2-category U from [22] . Therefore, we omit the specific relations here. For more details see [24, Section 3] and [5] .
The 2-categoryU is the Karoubi completion (or idempotent completion) of the 2-category U. Iṅ U there are 1-morphisms E (a) 1 n and
. It is convenient to describe 1-morphisms in U using ordered sequences ε = (ε 1 , ε 2 , . . . , ε m ) of elements ε 1 , . . . , ε m ∈ {+, −} called signed sequences. Write E ε 1 n := E ε1 . . . E εm with E + := E and E − := F . Likewise, 1-morphisms inU can be described by divided powers signed sequences
where ε's are as before and a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ {1, 2, . . . }, so that
Another convenient notation indexes the 1-morphisms inU that lift elements of Lusztig's canonical basisḂ ofU
where
To each x ∈Ḃ we associate a 1-morphism inU:
Let AU denote the [q, q −1 ] form of the idempotented algebraU. The defining relations for the algebra AU all lift to explicit isomorphisms inU (see [19, 
whereU is defined over a commutative ring k. In this article k can be any field in which 2 is invertible.
We set k = É for convenience. 
induce maps of cohomology rings
o o which make the cohomology ring H k;N into a graded (H k1;N , H km;N )-bimodule. When the sequence k is an increasing sequence, so that 0
there is an isomorphism of graded bimodules
There is a similar isomorphism when k is a decreasing sequence.
It is possible to give an explicit presentation of the cohomology ring H k;N as a quotient of a graded polynomial ring by a homogeneous ideal. Useful references for this material are [13, Chapter 3] and [8, Chapter 10] , see also [22, Section 6] . We recall some of these presentations to fix our notation. In what follows we introduce a new parameter n = 2k − N called the weight.
• The cohomology of the Grassmannian is given by
with I k;N the homogeneous ideal generated by equating the homogeneous terms in t in the equation
• The cohomology of the ath iterated 1-step flag variety
is given by
• The cohomology of a-step flag variety corresponding to the sequence k = (k, k + a) is given by H k,k+a;N := É[x 1,n , x 2,n , . . . , x k,n ; ε 1 , . . . , ε a ; y 1,n+2a , . . . , y N −k−a,n+2a ]/I k,k+a;N with I k,k+a;N the homogeneous ideal generated by equating the homogeneous terms in t in the equation
Our choice of subscripts on the variables arise from the inclusions (2.1) of the cohomology rings of Grassmannians into the cohomology of the partial flag varieties. With this notation the bimodule structure is apparent. These rings are graded with deg(x j,n ) = 2j = deg(y j,n+2a ), deg(ξ j ) = 2, and deg(ε j ) = 2j.
For a fixed value of N and n = 2k − N we set x j,n = 0 for j < 0 or j > k and set y ℓ,n = 0 for ℓ < 0 and ℓ > N − k. The variable x 0,n and y 0,n are always set equal to 1.
Note that the graded dimension of the cohomology ring of the iterated flag variety is given by the following formula.
and {a} q 2 := 1 + q 2 + · · · + q 2(a−1) .
2.2.
The definition of the 2-category Flag N . We now define a sub-2-category Flag N of the 2-category Bim consisting of graded rings, graded bimodules, and degree preserving bimodule homomorphisms. The 2-category Flag N is a 2-full sub-2-category meaning that we define a subset of objects and morphisms, but allow all 2-morphisms between these chosen 1-morphisms.
Definition 2.1. The 2-category Flag N is the graded additive 2-category with • objects: rings H k,N , where k ∈ and H k,N is the zero ring for k not between 0 and N , • 1-morphisms: arbitrary bimodule tensor products of the bimodules H k;N for all strictly increasing or strictly decreasing sequences k, and • 2-morphisms: all degree-preserving bimodule homomorphisms. We take the graded additive closure of all Hom categories so that we also allow formal direct sums of these tensor products and add additional grading shifted objects x s and grading shifted 2-morphisms f s : x s → y s for each 1-morphism x, 2-morphism f : x → y, and each s ∈ . A 2-morphism of f : x → y of degree s is equivalent to a degree-preserving bimodule homomorphism x → y s .
Note that by (2.2) every 1-morphism in Flag N is isomorphic to a direct sum of tensor products of bimodules H k;N for the sequences k = (k, k + a) and k = (k + a, k) for 0 ≤ k ≤ N and 0 ≤ a ≤ N − k.
Remark 2.2. In [22] the 2-category Flag N was defined as the Karoubi completion of the 2-category defined above for the sequences k = (k, k + 1) and k = (k + 1, k) for 0 ≤ k < N . In this article we show that it is not necessary to take the Karoubi envelope if we consider all increasing and decreasing sequences.
2.3. The 2-functor Γ N . Let us recall the definition of the 2-functor Γ N from [22, Section 7] . On objects the 2-functor Γ N sends n to the ring H k;N whenever n and k are compatible:
Morphisms of U get mapped by Γ N to graded bimodules
otherwise.
It will be convenient in what follows to introduce a simplified notation in Flag N . Corresponding to a fixed value of N set n = 2k − N and write
as a shorthand for the various bimodules. Juxtaposition of these symbols represents the tensor product of the corresponding bimodules. For example,
where E + := E and E − := F. The 2-functor Γ N maps a composite E ε 1 n of 1-morphisms inU to the tensor product E ε ½ N n in Flag N . Note that because tensor product of bimodules is only associative up to coherent isomorphism our notation is ambiguous unless we choose a parenthesization of the bimodules in question. We employ the convention that all parenthesis are on the far left. Hence, Γ N preserves composition of 1-morphisms only up to coherent 2-isomorphism.
It is sometimes convenient to use the isomorphism (2.2) so that
We also define bimodules
For x ∈Ḃ write E(x)½ N n as in (1.5) for the corresponding tensor product of bimodules. For the images of 2-morphisms see [22, Section 7] . We note that the images of caps and cups give E½ 
For any permutation w in the symmetric group S a let w = s i1 s i2 . . . s im be a reduced expression of w in terms of elementary transpositions. We write ∂ w = ∂ i1 . . . ∂ im . It is clear from the definition of the divided difference operator that the image consists of polynomials that are symmetric in both ξ i and ξ i+1 . If w 0 is the longest word in the symmetric group S a , then
gives an inclusion of rings H k,k+a;N ֒→ H k,k+1,...,k+a;N . Under this map the variables x j,n and y ℓ,n+2a are mapped to themselves and ε j is mapped to the jth elementary symmetric function e j (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ a ). There is a map going the other direction that fixes x j,n and y ℓ,n+2a and maps
2.3.1. Adjoints. Recall that the left and right adjoints are defined in [22] as follows.
The 2-functor Γ N transports these to adjoints in
In what follows we make use of the fact that (u L ) R = u and (v R ) L = v for all 1-morphism and that the adjoints give rise to isomorphisms .13) 2.4. Karoubi completeness of Flag N . In this section we show that the 2-category Flag N is Karoubi complete. Karoubi completeness implies that the 2-functor Γ N extends to a 2-functor Γ N :U → Flag N . We prove this result directly, rather than passing to a Karoubi completion of Flag N , to maintain an explicit description of all 1-morphisms in the 2-category Flag N . This will be needed to realizeU as an inverse limit of flag 2-categories.
It was shown in [19] (see also [22] ) that the action of the nilHecke algebra provides an explicit decomposition of E a 1 n into a direct sum 
where ∂ w0 denotes the divided difference operator corresponding to the longest word w 0 ∈ S n , and ξ δ denotes the inclusion followed by the bimodule homomorphism of multiplication by ξ δ = ξ
This is a splitting because for f ∈ É[ε 1 , . . . , ε a ] the inclusion maps f to a symmetric function in
Corollary 2.4. There is an explicit decomposition of bimodules
Proof. Once the image of the idempotent e a has been identified in Flag N , the action of the nilHecke algebra provides explicit maps giving the decomposition. See [19, Section 2.5] for more details of this explicit decomposition.
Having identified the images of divided powers E (a) 1 n and F (a) 1 n in Flag N we can now make use of the results from Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of [19] using the 2-morphisms inU to give explicit isomorphisms
We now look at the space of bimodule endomorphisms of E Proof. The proof is by induction on k and a. For k = 0, a = 1, it is easy to verify the claim. Indeed, applying biadjointness and sl 2 relations we have
Recall that the bimodule ½ The induction step works as follows. Let us assume n ≤ −a + 1, then applying (2.14), (2.16) and biadjointness again, we get
We are left to check that after applying induction hypothesis the graded dimension of the last formula is [a]rk q (H k;k+a ⊗ H k+a;N ). Indeed,
The case of n ≥ −a + 1 is similar. Here one should consider
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, its space of endomorphisms in degree zero is one-dimensional.
Recall that E(x) := Γ N (E(x)) denotes the images in Flag N of the indecomposable 1-morphisms iṅ U defined in (1.5).
Proposition 2.7. The nonzero bimodules E(x) for x in Lusztig canonical basisḂ are indecomposable.
Proof. This follows from the graded rank computations above using the biadjoint structure and the relations (2.14)- (2.16) All 1-morphisms in Flag N are finite direct sums of tensor products of bimodules of finite Krull dimension over rings with finite Krull dimension. Hence, the space of bimodule endomorphisms END Flag N (x) of a 1-morphism x in Flag N is finite dimensional in each degree. This implies that the 2-category Flag N has the Krull-Schmidt property so that any 1-morphism x in Flag N can be written as a unique direct sum of indecomposables.
2.5.
Properties of the 2-representations Γ N . In this section we show that the adjoint structure in Flag N inherited from the adjoints inU by the 2-functors Γ N strongly controls the size of Homs between 1-morphisms in the image of this 2-functor.
Recall that a functor is essentially surjective if every object in the target is isomorphic to an object in the image of the functor. The functor is full/faithful if it is surjective/injective on Hom sets. A functor that is full, faithful, and essentially surjective is an equivalence of categories, see for example [27, Section IV.4]. Definition 2.9. A 2-functor F : K → K ′ is called locally full (respectively faithful, essentially surjective) if each functor on hom-categories F : K(x, y) → K ′ (F x, F y) is full (faithful/essentially surjective).
Proposition 2.10. The 2-functor Γ N is surjective on objects and locally essentially surjective.
Proof. It is clear that Γ N is surjective on objects. Using equation (2.2) it follows that every 1-morphism in Flag N is isomorphic to a direct sum of bimodules corresponding to concatenated strings Γ N (E ε 1 n ) := E ε ½ N n proving local essential surjectivity. Theorem 2.11. The 2-functors Γ N :U → Flag N are locally full.
Proof. We have shown that any 1-morphism in Flag N can be decomposed into a direct sum of the bimodules E(x) for x ∈Ḃ. Hence it suffices to show that any 2- 
is in the image of Γ N . However, since the isomorphism in (2.14)-(2.16) are realized through bimodule maps in the image of Γ N , the space of maps HOM Flag N (E(x), E(x ′ )) are determined by the space of endomorphisms between 1-morphisms E (a)
Note that this space is zero unless a − b = c − d. Finally, observing that
it follows that it is enough to prove fullness for HOM(F Combining the above Theorem with certain faithfullness results from [22] we have the following. 
is an isomorphism for any N > M .
The inverse limit Flag 2-category
3.0.1. Reminders on Inverse limits. An inverse system lim ← − f in a category C is a family of homomorphisms f ji : C j → C i for all i ≤ j such that f ii = Id Ci and f ki = f ji • f kj for all i ≤ j ≤ k. It will be convenient to describe an inverse system by a functor F : D → C, where D is the category freely generated by the graph
The functor F picks an object of C for each node of the graph and a 1-morphism of C for each arrow. If C admits limits the inverse limit of the system is the subobject of the direct product
This construction works for rings, modules, and bimodules. The inverse limit lim ← − C i is equipped with maps
C i has the universal property that for any other object A with maps
commute.
To generalize the inverse limit to a higher categorical context it is useful to reformulate this definition in a more abstract language. The functor F : D → C defining the inverse system is called a D-diagram in C. Let ∆ A : D → C denote the constant functor mapping all objects of D to the object A of C and all morphisms of D to 1 A in C. The data of A together with projection maps α i : A → C i can all be specified by a natural transformation α : ∆ A → F . Such a natural transformation is called a cone over the functor F . The limit of F is a universal cone, that is, a pair consisting of an object L of C together with a natural transformation π : ∆ L → F giving a bijection
induced by composition with π for all objects A of C. Here Cone(A, F ) denotes the set of natural transformations ∆ A → F . The universal property implies that whenever A defines a cone over F there is a map A → L in C compatible with the cone structure.
3.1. Inverse limits in 2-categories. In this section we describe the formalism for taking the inverse limit of the diagram in (3.1) where each node represents a bicategory and each arrow represents a (pseudo) 2-functor between bicategories. Limits involving categories typically require the machinery of 2-limits in a 2-category [3, 15] because categories organize themselves into the structure of a 2-category Cat consisting of categories, functors, and natural transformations. The correct universal property for such limits often utilizes this 2-categorical structure giving rise to limits being described uniquely up to equivalence rather than up to isomorphism as is typically the case. In some instances of 2-limits it is more natural to consider cones that only commute up to 2-isomorphism.
Here we are interested in a limit involving bicategories and 2-functors between them. This suggests that 3-categorical limits [28] will have to be employed as bicategories most naturally organize themselves into a tricategory Bicat consisting of bicategories, 2-functors, 2-natural transformations, and modifications, see [10, 11] . Fortunately, however, the full force of limits in tricategories will not need to be employed in this article.
A surprising observation made by Steve Lack is that bicategories can be organized into a bicategory by replacing 2-natural transformations by a new notion he called icons [21] . This new notion of morphism between 2-functors gives rise to a bicategory structure iBicat with objects bicategories, morphisms 2-functors, and 2-morphisms icons. In general the notion of an icon between a pair of 2-functors is too strict for most applications of bicategories. However, because all of the 2-functors in this article behave especially well on objects, the notion of icons is quite natural.
The advantage of working with icons is that we are able to describe the universal property of the inverse limit as a 2-limit in the bicategory iBicat rather than working with the tricategory Bicat. For further reference for bicategories and 2-limits see [20, 30] and [4, Chapter 7] . For a gentle introduction to 2-categorical limits in stricter framework see [14, Section 2].
3.1.1. Lack's icons. We briefly recall some definitions from higher category theory. For more details see [4, Chapter 7] or [11] .
A pseudo-functor, or 2-functor, F : K → K ′ between bicategories consists of
• a function from objects of K to objects of , F B) for all objects A, B of K, • natural isomorphisms to replace the equalities in the definition of a 2-functor
subject to three coherence axioms for associativity and left and right unit constraints. A pseudo-natural transformation, or 2-natural transformation, α : F ⇒ G consists of
• for each object A of K, a 1-morphism α A : F A → GA, and
subject to three coherence conditions making the above isomorphism respect composition and identities in K and behave appropriately with respect to 2-morphisms in K.
If we require that the maps α A : F A → GA are always identity maps then we arrive at the definition of an icon. In particular, the 2-functors F and G are required to agree on objects in order to admit an icon α : F ⇒ G.
A modification between pseudo-natural transformations γ : α ⇛ β : F ⇒ G consists of a 2-morphism γ A : α A → β A for each object A of K subject to the obvious coherence condition for 1-morphisms in K.
2-limits in bicategories.
Let F : D → K be a 2-functor with D a small 2-category. For each object A of K define the constant 2-functor ∆ A : D → K sending every object D of D to the object A, all 1-morphisms in D to the identity 1 A , and all 2-morphisms in D to the identity 2-morphism Id 1A . Let 2Cone(A, F ) denote the category of 2-natural transformations ∆ A ⇒ F with morphisms given by modifications.
A 2-limit (sometimes called bilimit) of F is a pair (L, π) consisting of an object L of K and a 2-natural transformation π : ∆ L ⇒ F from the constant 2-functor on L to the 2-functor F . This pair is required to be universal in the sense that the functor
induced by composition with π is an equivalence of categories for every object
3.1.3. Inverse 2-limits in bicategories. For inverse 2-limits we take D to be the (strict) 2-category freely generated by the graph
In this article, we will be interested in strict diagrams so that F is a strict 2-functor. A 2-natural transformation α : ∆ A ⇒ F , called a 2-cone, assigns to each object D i of D a morphism
in K, and to each morphism f ji :
Such a 2-natural transformation is called a 2-cone because it can be organized into a diagram
where each triangle is filled with a 2-isomorphism in K. A modification γ : α ⇛ β : ∆ A ⇒ F gives a morphism of 2-cones at A. That is, for each object D i a 2-morphism from α i → β i satisfying some natural conditions. The 2-limit of the 2-functor F : D → K is a 2-cone (L, π) with universal property described by (3.3) . In particular, given any other 2-cone (A, α) there exists a 1-morphism A → L, unique up to 2-isomorphism in K, making the diagrams
commute up to 2-isomorphism for all 1-morphisms f ji of D.
3.2. The inverse Flag 2-category. From here on we take K = iBicat and construct a D-diagram in iBicat.
3.2.
1. An inverse system in iBiCat. For p ≥ 0 set N ′ = N + 2p and regard Flag N ′ as a sub 2-category of the 2-category Bim of graded bimodules. Consider the quotient resulting from the following maps:
taken for all n = 2k − N = 2(k + p) − N ′ and 0 ≤ k ≤ N . These maps are ring homomorphisms. By base extension these homomorphisms induce homogeneous maps 
For every parenthesization of the tensor product E (ε) ½ N ′ n there is a corresponding parenthesization of the tensor product E (ε) ½ N n in Flag N , so the 2-functors Ψ N ′ ,N are surjective at all levels and strictly preserve composition. These 2-functors also satisfy the relation
giving rise to a pair of inverse systems
of bicategories and 2-functors, where x = 0 if the subscripts N of Flag N are even and x = 1 if the subscripts are odd. In particular, we have defined a pair of strict 2-functors Ψ : D → iBicat. In the next section we show that the 2-limits of these 2-functors exist.
3.2.2. Constructing 2-cones over Ψ. Recall that the weight of the ring H k;N is defined as n = 2k − N . For any p ≥ 0 set N ′ = N + 2p. The quotient maps (3.5) together with the compatibility condition (3.7) imply that the weight preserving ring homomorphisms
giving an inverse system of ring homomorphisms. We denote the resulting inverse limit as
H n+N 2 ;N . These rings form the objects of the inverse limit Flag 2-category.
If we write the generators of H k;N as x j,n (N ) and y ℓ,n (N ) to emphasize the dependence on N , applying the same conventions for when these variables are zero as in Section 2.1, then the ring H n has a spanning set given by the elements
These elements satisfy relations arising from equating homogenous terms in t in the equation 1 + x 1,n t + x 2,n t 2 + · · · + x j,n t j + . . . 1 + y 1,n t + y 2,n t 2 + · · · + y ℓ,n t ℓ + . . . = 1.
We now consider Hom categories in the inverse Flag 2-category. Set n = 2k − N and n ′ = 2k ′ − N and consider the graded categories
has as objects sequences
Morphisms in the inverse limit category lim ← − C n,n ′ are sequences of 2-morphisms
commutes in Flag N . The limit admits projection functors
commutes up to invertible natural transformation.
3.2.3. Constructing the inverse 2-limit. We can now organize the inverse limits discussed above into a 2-category that we will refer to as the inverse limit Flag 2-category. Define a composition functor
N .D N denotes the horizontal composition in Flag N given by tensor product of bimodule homomorphisms. For each triple of objects in Flag N there is a natural transformation making these composition functors associative up to natural isomorphism. • objects: Objects are the rings H n for n ∈ .
• Hom categories: These are defined as
The composition of 1-morphisms, and horizontal composition of 2-morphisms is described by the functor from (3.11).
By Theorem 2.11 any 2-morphism D ′ in Flag N is Γ N (D), for some 2-morphism D inU, composed with associativity and unit isomorphisms. Since the inverse system defining lim ← − Flag stabilized in each degree d, all of the 2-morphisms in lim ← − Flag are bimodule homomorphism of the form
Utilizing the projections from the inverse limits discussed above it is possible to define projection 2-functors π N : lim ← − Flag → Flag N sending H n to H k;N , and lim
commute up to invertible 2-morphisms in iBicat. Thus we have defined a 2-cone for the diagram Ψ constructed in (3.8).
3.2.4. Universal property of inverse 2-limit. Using the universal properties of the various inverse limits involved in the construction of lim ← − Flag we show this 2-category has the universal property defining the inverse 2-limit. Given any other 2-cone (K, α)
• On objects α maps an object A of K to the object N α N (A).
•
This 2-functor satisfies the universal property described in (3.4).
3.3.U as an inverse 2-limit of Flag 2-categories. The 2-categoryU is equipped with 2-functors Γ N :U → Flag N for all N . These 2-functors define a 2-conė Proof. The 2-functor Γ is a bijection on objects. This 2-functor is locally essentially surjective and locally full as a consequence of Proposition 2.10. From the description of 2-morphisms in lim ← − Flag Corollary 2.12 implies that Γ is locally full and faithful. The result follows. Corollary 3.3. The 2-categoryU is the unique 2-category up to equivalence in iBicat that is equipped with 2-representations to Flag N for all N that commute with the projection 2-functors Ψ N ′ ,N .
4. Applications 4.1. The Image of the Casimir. In this section we adopt shift convention from [2] and set Hom(x s , y t ) = Hom s−t (x, y).
In [2] the Casimir complex was defined as follows:
C1 n := where [a] denotes the shift in the homological degree by a. This complex has zero differentials, and two copies of shifted Γ N (1 n ) in homological degrees −1 and 1. Note that the shift depends only on N , but not on n.
Theorem 4.1. The complex K is quasi-isomorphic to Γ N (C1 n ).
Proof. In the case when n = N , the claim is obvious, since E1 N = 0 and B N,N = 0. For general n = 2k − N , let us first define a chain map f : K → Γ N (C1 n ) as follows. Here the first entry of Y is an element of H k,k+1;N ⊗ H k+1,k;N 3 − N which is constructed as follows:
we take the image of 1 ∈ H k;N under the degree 2k bimodule map Γ N y y (given by eq.(7.6) in [22] ) and then multiply the second tensor factor by y N −k−1,n+2 . It is easy to check that the total degree of the map f is zero.
Let us check that this map induces an isomorphism on homology. we claim that the kernel of A as an (H k;N , H k;N )-bimodule is generated by Y and hence, the homology of Γ N (C1 n ) in degree −1 is isomorphic to H k;N N + 1 . Let us justify the claim. Sliding y N −k,n from the nth to the (n + 2)th region by using relation (6.19) in [22] , we get the following identities By fullness of Γ N , z 1 has to be of the form Γ N ( y y ) up to multiplication with ξ and x i,n 's. Using (4.4), we get the claim.
Analogously, using fullness, it is easy to check that under Γ N the kernel of the map given by the second matrix in (4.2) is contained in the image of the first one. Hence, the homology in degree 0 vanishes.
Finally, observe that the map Γ N ( ) : B k;N 1 − N → H k;N −1 − n defined by eq. (7.8) in [22] is surjective. We conclude that also f 1 induces an isomorphism on homology.
